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Abstract: The goal of this article is to describe different ways of collaboration between family and 
educational institutes. The article reveals the need for collaboration with parents in kindergartens, 
consulting centers, as well as training specialists to communicate with parents.The author shows the 
content of cooperation based on the study of educational requests of parents. Typical problems, various 
forms and methods of cooperation are revealed. The author describes her own experience based on pools. 
Teachers and psychologists take into account the needs of parents and provide appropriate psychological 
knowledge. According to these needs each kindergarten or school writes a special curriculum for parents 
and that’s why it is a different curriculum in each organisation. The content of communication with parents 
includes many issues of upbringing, development and education of the child and covers the entire range of 
tasks. There are various forms of interaction with the parents in the kindergarten. For example, parent-
teacher meetings, role plays, discussions, seminars, talk show, e-mail, presentation, etc. Special brochures 
for parents are published and they provide “quick psychological assistance” for families. The article 
presents the results of a study of using information and communication technologies by teachers. More 
popular forms of interaction with parents via the Internet include: web-site of preschool educational 
organizations, the forum on the website of the educational institute, blogs and pages teachers, email, group, 
social network, and chat in messengers. In the article author describes some methods, such as analysis 
pedagogical situations with parents, parent-child educational projects and training with the use of role-
playing games, etc. Cooperation with parents is based on the principle of tracking requests. The main 
results are of research are: study of needs for collaboration, the request of parents, specific using UCT, 
methods of upbringing in families, Punishment in the family, adaptation of children to kindergarten is 
revealed. 
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In this paper we’ll speak about collaboration with parents in Russian kindergartens.   I’ll share my 
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isn’t new: many Russian psychologists and teachers talked about it many years ago. In the 1970s and 80s 

they can’t get information about their own child. The teacher and Psychologist can 

of the child. It covers the entire range of tasks. It’s necessary for parents to know the features of 

The motto of communication with parents is ‘we help parents to teach their children, and what we 
suggest should be interesting and useful for them’.  So, in effect, psychologists or teachers influence 

and that’s why it is a different curriculum in each organisation. 

via different forums in Internet. For example, parent’s needs are how to teach their child, what kinds of 

of hyperactive children. The “eternal” problem of e
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We present the main regularities of child’s development, teach parents to watch the children, to organize 

dignity of the child. “Violence begets violence”. The parents consider the most appropriate punishment, 

Some of parents use the method of “Ignoring the child”. Use strict tone of voice. Mothers get the 

forgiveness.Some of them use the method of active “listening”. For example, to say to child “it hurts me”, 
or “I don’t like it”.... words can kill and cure. The parents told that it’s necessary to appeal to the conscience 

individually, according to what they choose to do. We suggest that parents write a composition entitled ‘My 
first day at school’.
all things intended to stir their memories. Parents have to know about their child’s motivation and 

only stop the «cold war» with the children, but also found to have with them a deep understanding ( 

colleagues call this problem “The adjustment” to kindergarten. Parents are essential in helping a child to 
In the “settling in” period, kindergarten staff and family should unite to support 

their children’s behavior and how they meet their vital needs, their psychological development, and their 

Parents were invited to a meeting on the topic "What is ‘adjustment’ and what does it depend on?" 
totally ‘immersed’ them in the educational aspects of 

topics such as eating behavior, and their children’s games and activities. The results of this work showed 
increased success of children’s adjus

We’ve written curriculum for parents. Knowledge of psychology cannot be avoided. Sometime it 
Russian teacher K. Ushinsky wrote: «If 

pedagogic wants to educate people in all respects, it must know it too in all respects».
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We suggest parents some topics: “Preparation children to school”, “Do you know your child?”, 
“Why baby plays?”, “Development of Child’s creation”, “How to answer children questions?”, “What toys 
needs your baby”, etc. One of the main topics is communication in the family. Parents must not only 

direct words: «As well, that you're born», «I'm glad to see you», «I like you», «I love when you're home», 
«I feel good when we are together...». 

dialogue, and partnership. We don’t read the text. We have conversation, dialog. Communication with 

principles of dialogue and trust, the key to good communication is “partnership”.  Teachers invi

they feel. They aim to give parents useful information about their child’s development using booklets, web

joint activities for parents and children in kindergarten. These take the form of activities such as ‘The club 
of interesting meetings’, ‘Let’s make acquaintance’, ‘Dog show’, ‘Family theatres’, ‘Happy birthday’, etc. 

A teacher offers parents to write a composition «My child». For example, a meeting begins with the 
questions: did the parents marked the   changes in child’s behavior? If Yes, what? And then talk abou
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the reasons of child’s behavior, its intentions, motivation. For example, one mother exclaimed, if she had 
years she wouldn’t punish her son.

psychologists can speak with the clients personally, “face face”, taking into account their needs.  We use 

thoroughly described a way of «helping hearings», or «active listening». We recommend using method of 
«active listening». It means to share feelings and emotions with child. For example, to tell him: “I’m upset”, 
“I’m very glad”, “I’m proud of you”, “You are tired”, “You took offence” etc. Man
quietly to «voice» child's feelings, told about the unexpected, sometimes miraculous results.

Special brochures for parents are published and they provide “quick psychological assistance” for 
such topics in brochures as ‘Developmental stages of the child’, ‘How to 

help your child to focus on success’, ‘How to help your child to achieve normal mental development’, ‘what 
to do if your child is sluggish, or if your child is hyperactive’, etc. 

Also we teach students how to collaborate with parents. I’ll describe my own experience. I’m a 
European Federation of Psychology Teacher’s Association (EFPTA). As a follow up to the 

psychologists, teachers and lawyers. The students were first shown a film ‘I’ll never come 
back here’ a problematic video of a child who had been beaten and then had to consider conflicting points 
of view, arguments, and examples "for" and “against” physic
consequences and make recommendations.  Everybody had to talk about physical punishment on the child’s 

has heard from adults.  The ‘doctor’ told about pain, tears of the child for example, pain 

don’t feel the pain of another person.  Some of students were ‘parents’ and some of them were ‘children’.  

the child’s emotional state which can result in a sense of remorse and frustration.     During the role
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there were contradictory options. For example, the ‘mother’ was told that cruel punishment is very useful 
for her son because he will behave better but the ‘son’ was crying. 

‘Another’ mother told about using active listening. She often embraces smil

discipline.  The question about a ‘rough’ style of upbringing was discuss
–

traditional form of communication is preferable, for example, “Family living room", 

“Violence begets violence”. The parents consider the most appropriate punishment, deprivation of viewing 
of TV programs, cartoons, playing games on computer, gifts. Some of parents use the method of “Ignoring 

child”. Use strict tone of voice. Mothers get the child to think about their bad behavior, appealing to the 
conscience. After that, the child asks for forgiveness. Some of them use the method of active “listening”. 
For example, to say to child “it hurts me”, or “I don’t like it”.... words can kill and cure. 

The parents told that it’s necessary to appeal to the conscience of the child. After that, as a rule, 
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study the main requests of parents. Nowadays parents are more like “partners” of teachers.  Interaction 

focus on typical problems. Some psychological advices for parents are to actively listen to their child’s 

The teacher and family. Karapus, oscow.
How to communicate with child?  ACT, oscow. 

The problems of family education.
–

Parent’s meetings in kindergarten Iris-Press,
Family education and its value.

How to build yourself and your family
 

Sphere, 
Moscow.The Federal State Standards of Russian Federation (2013). Preschool education. 2013.  2.

Consultant plus, oscow.
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